Certified Designers & Architects receive 5%* cash back with mail-in rebate

And tag @VeronaAppliances on our social media channels for a chance to be featured on our blog or as a Kitchen of the Week!

For more details, visit VeronaAppliances.com or call 631.254.3434

Promotion valid January 1, 2022 through December 31, 2022.

*5% is based on the purchase price of Verona models, not including freight or sales tax. Excludes Showroom Display or Closeout Model purchases, Open Box and “AS IS” merchandise.
DESIGNER & ARCHITECT REBATE PROGRAM
MAIL-IN REBATE INSTRUCTIONS

1 COMPLETELY FILL-IN THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
DESIGNER/ARCHITECT INFORMATION (REBATE CHECK PAYABLE TO:)

FIRST & LAST NAME ___________________________ BUSINESS NAME ___________________________

ADDRESS ___________________________ CITY _______ STATE ____ ZIP ___________________________

CONTACT PHONE # ___________________________ EMAIL ___________________________

PROJECT INFORMATION

CUSTOMER/PROJECT NAME ___________________________

PROJECT CITY ___________________________ PROJECT STATE _______ DATE OF PURCHASE _______ / _______ / _______

VERONA MODEL NO. ___________________________ VERONA SERIAL NO. ___________________________

PRICE PAID (EXCL. TAX & FREIGHT) $_______ X 5% = $_______ REBATE DUE

2 OBTAIN A LEGIBLE PHOTOCOPY OF SALES RECEIPT ...
... showing your or your customers’ name, address and phone number, plus the complete model number, serial number and sale price of the Verona models. Receipt must reflect a purchase date within the 2022 calendar year.

3 PROVIDE THE ORIGINAL UPC/serial STICKER FROM THE PRODUCT BOX
If serial sticker is unavailable, an image of the serial sticker located on the range will also be accepted.

Sample:

4 SNAP & ATTACH A PHOTO ...of the Verona appliance installed in the completed kitchen.

5 INCLUDE YOUR BUSINESS CARD ...showing qualifying credentials and certifications.

6 MAIL COMPLETED FORM
copy of sales receipt, original UPC/Serial Sticker, photo and business card. Envelope must be postmarked no later than 6 months after the date of sale as stated on the required sales invoice:

EuroChef USA – REBATES, 41 Mercedes Way, Suite 25, Edgewood, NY 11717

TERMS & CONDITIONS: Offer only valid for product purchased January 1, 2022, through December 31, 2022. Offer is valid only in the USA. Only certified trade members will qualify to receive the rebate. Supporting credentials must be submitted in order to be considered for the rebate. Submissions must be postmarked no later than 6 months after the date of sale as stated on the required sales invoice and allow 4-6 weeks for processing. Excludes Showroom Display or Closeout Model purchases, Open Box and “As Is” merchandise. For additional conditions and to download a rebate form visit veronaappliances.com or call 631.254.3434

631.254.3434 | EUROCHEFUSA.COM